It is with a certain feeling of regret that we understand that a new industry is about to be introduced in Ireland?namely, the making of good butter from bad. It has long been thought that, if we could once be sure that there was no margarine about, butter could be judged by its taste. What, then, are we to say to a process by which bad rancid butter fat can be turned again into "fresh" butter? The data on which the process is founded are comparatively Bimple, and the process itself, although somewhat elaborate, is after all only a rewashing and then a remaking of the butter. What is unpleasant about it is that, in future, freshness and cleanness of taste is to be no security that the butter is the fresh product of fresh cream? no guarantee that from cow to butter-pat all has been clean and free from rottenness.
The rancidity of butter is due to the liberation of butyric acid, and other volatile acids and their derivatives, through the action of microbes in otber words, through the operation of decomposition. As is well known, this decomposition mostly take3 place in butter -which has been badly made, for really well-made butter, from which all the casein and buttermilk has been worked out, will keep for a very long t'me. In the process which has been lately introduced for the removal of thtse offensive products of decomposition the butter is melted down with a certain quantity of buttermilk, and stirred until a fine emulsion is obtained. Hot air is then drawn through the melted liquid, by which means a churning action is set up, and while the volatile acids are carried off the solid impurities sink to the bottom and are removed. Then a current of cold air is made to take the place of the hot, and under its influence the butter begins to separate in granules as in the ordinary method of churning. The result is admirable; good butter is made from bad, which is no doubt extremely ingenious. Nevertheless we do not like our old faiths to be so disturbed, and we had far rather feel that our pat of "best fresh" was churned out of new cream than that it was " aerated " out of rancid butter.
Bad Nauhelm.
The first week in August may be said to mark a sort of change in this wonderful centre of heart-cures. 
